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For now, CIMK will provide you with in-depth quantitative and qualitative

company profiles that will enable you as an investor to understand a

company from different perspectives. In the long run, CIMK will offer a

software-based dashboard that will provide real-time information about

various Chinese companies and industries, which will help you to answer the

following questions:

 

Are the business model and the products of the company

interesting for you?

 

Is the company playing a leading role in their industry?

 

What are the current prospects and risks of this company?

 

Does this company fit my investment criteria?
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CIMK is an online platform to share information and analysis about

Chinese industries and public companies with semi-professional, non-

Chinese-speaking investors. 

Our goal is to close the tremendous information gap and language

barrier between these investors and the Chinese market by providing in-

depth information about the Chinese companies' business models,

financial performances, and overall market environment. We will provide

you with all available financial and non-financial information that will

allow you to identify stocks that match your investment parameters.

CIMK MISSION & VISION
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Livestream gifts

Indiviudal advertising

eCommerce revenues

Kuaishou Technology provides various short video and live-streaming

platforms in China. This makes them the second largest short video

platform for its average daily active users (DAUs) and the second-largest

live streaming eCommerce platform by GMV. Often not taken into

account in the app's public perception is that Kuaishou has become big

primarily through their live streaming service and in this regard is more

comparable to Twitch. 

It is also noteworthy that they went public in Hong Kong before ByteDance

in February 2021. The company also performed very well and is now the

fifth most valuable technology company from China.

The different monetization possibilities of their video-based platforms are:

Kuaishou still has a lot of growth potential, especially in the last two

categories, as the competition can monetize users much better in terms

of advertising. Also, such live-streaming apps can significantly disrupt the

existing eCommerce market by performing all eCommerce activities

themselves.

SUMMARY - KUAISHOU
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Kuaishuo is not yet profitable, and the market will continue to be

very competitive.

In the area of customer-centric advertising, they can currently

monetize customers worse than the competition.

The IPO in Hong Kong leads to more transparency every quarter,

which can be harmful in a competitive environment.

The platform business model is particularly challenging because it

needs to keep the viewers and the content creators on the platform.

Risks

Short videos and especially live streams are a solid growing

market.

The direct integration of its eCommerce store has enormous

profit potential.

The success goes back to AI recommendation engines, which

of course, can be further improved by the high number of

daily users.

Chances

 

EVALUATION - KUAISHOU
We evaluate this multilayered company based on three different

dimensions. 

They have the largest live-streaming community in China, and

together with their short videos, they are within reach of the market

leader Douyin. 

Compared to the competition, however, they are only focused on

the Chinese market, and it is questionable whether they could also

internationalize their business.

Competitive Position
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The IPO of Kuaishou was very successful in February 2021, as the share price
rose by 190 percent on the first day itself. Since then, the share price has
remained relatively constant at this high level. This also puts them in fifth
place on the list of the most valuable Chinese tech companies. The consensus
of analysts is also almost exclusively positive about the share. 

(14 March)

Analyst Recommendation

STOCK MARKET PERFORMANCE
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Take
Away

Based on 14 Wall Street Analysts

Analyst Price Target

Based on 14 Wall Street Analysts

Stock Market Information 1024.HK

Share Statistics

Company is listed in Hong Kong.
Kuaishou is added to S&P Global BMI Index and
FTSE All-World Index.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

General Financial Numbers

Industry-Specific Financial Numbers

Average Daily Active Users 
(Q3 2020)

275.9
MILLION

(59% YOY)

Revenue

G+A Expenses

R&D Expenses

Net Loss (GAAP)

HKSE: 1024.HK (CNY Millions)

Cash & Short Term Investments

Total Equity

Total Debt

Take
Away

Kuaishou increased the number of daily active users by more than 50%
last year. They are now the second-largest short video/live streaming
platform in China in terms of numbers. Before the IPO, they significantly
increased the net loss to boost growth.

HKSE: 1024.HK (CNY Millions)

Total Funding Amount

USD 4.4B

Monthly Active Users
(Q3 2020)

769 MILLION



Corporate Strategy - Kuaishou

 
Overview

Kuaishou Technology offers various short video and live-streaming platforms and products. In China,

they are the second-largest short video platform by average Daily Active Users (DAUs) and the

second-largest live streaming e-commerce platform by GMV. Also, they are the world's largest live

streaming platform by gross revenue from virtual gifts and average live streaming monthly paying

users (MPUs).

 

Initially, they launched their app in 2011 through a mobile app called GIF Kuaishou, a tool for creating

and sharing animated images known as GIFs. Then in 2013, they were one of the first short video

platform providers in China. Then in 2016, live streaming was integrated into existing platforms. In

2018, according to an iResearch report, they were the first in China to apply deep reinforcement

learning algorithms to video recommendations in the short video industry on a large scale. Then in

2018, they also introduced eCommerce to facilitate transactions within their ecosystem.

 

In the nine months ending September 30, 2020, there were 305 million average daily active users

(DAUs) and 769 million average monthly active users (MAUs) of their app and mini-program in China.

During the same period, their daily active users (DAUs) spent an average of over 86 minutes per day

on the Kuaishou app and accessed the Kuaishou app more than ten times per day.

 
Live Streaming

Kuaishou is able to monetize their live streams and the dynamic interaction between streamers and

followers. This is mainly done by buying and giving away virtual items, which means that viewers

purchase virtual items and gift them to streamers during a live stream. This, in return, stimulates

interactions between streamers and viewers. Livestreaming revenue as a percentage of total

revenue has fallen from 84.1% to 62.2% in the last year. An increase in live streaming revenues in

the future will be based primarily on increasing user engagement.

CORPORATE STRATEGY & PRODUCTS
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Monetization



 
Ecommerce

In August 2018, Kuaishou launched its eCommerce business which allows the streamers and short

video creators (including brands and retailers) to use live streams, short videos, or profile pages on

Kuaishou's platforms to market and promote their products to viewers. Live streaming eCommerce

content in this context includes streams of retailers and influencers interacting with users to market

various products in real-time. The key drivers for eCommerce on social platforms based on short

videos and live streaming include building trust between shoppers and merchants and creating

word-of-mouth.
 

Online games: 

Kuaishou, as a short video and live streaming platform which also collaborates with game

manufacturers and publishers to distribute games on these platforms to gamers and game

enthusiasts. Kuaishou offers games developed in-house as well as games produced by third-party

game developers.

 

 

Online knowledge sharing

Online knowledge sharing on Kuaishou primarily includes skill-based and other educational content

shared by ordinary users. They began offering this in the summer of 2018 in response to users' and

content creators' observed needs. Online knowledge sharing can take the form of both pre-

recorded and live formats. Content creators on our platform can charge for the content they

produce if they choose.

 

Local Services

Authentic and personal interaction between users and content creators allows local services to be

promoted and recommended in a natural way.

 
Online Marketing Services

Kuaishou offers a complete suite of online marketing solutions which primarily consists of advertising

services. This enables their customers to target AI-based advertising precisely to their target

audience, thereby allowing them to reach their desired audience and increase their return on

investment more effectively. The advertising services also allow for links to be placed on the

platform or streamers' pages and various display-based advertising services. This feature helped

them increase their share of online marketing services and revenue, which rose sharply from 15.6%

to 32.8% last year.

Products

Kuaishou Flagship is a global leading short video and content-based social networking

platform that enables users to capture the unique and memorable moments of their everyday

lives and interact with their followers in real-time. Powered by AI and big data technology, it

offers users a highly personalized experience and encourages members from all communities

to create and discover interesting and dynamic content.
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Since Kuaishou was founded in 2011, the company has focused on various types of short

videos. In the process, they have built a great deal of expertise in live streaming in particular.

Since they make a large part of their revenue from their live stream business, they are already

setting themselves apart from their competition. ECommerce is also growing rapidly as a

relatively new business area.
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Take
Away

Kuaishou Express is a variant of Kuaishou Flagship officially launched in August 2019 in order

to attract a broader set of users. While Kuaishou Express comes with many of the features of

Kuaishou Flagship, it is focused on providing users with a more immersive content

consumption experience through a simpler interface.

Kuaishou Concept is an app launched in November 2018 to explore different user needs and

preferences. Users can also access Kuaishou Concept via mini-programs, mobile web pages,

and websites, which are extensions of the Kuaishou App primarily to facilitate content sharing

and user acquisition.

Kuaishou Technology launched the Yitian Camera in August 2018. The app features

Japanese-and-Korean-style filters and cute stickers, enabling users to create stylish

photographs, videos, and vlogs with naturally beautifying effects easily.

Kmoive is a simple and easy-to-use video shooting, editing, and production tool developed by

Kuaishou Technology. With powerful video editing features, rich music & sound library, and

trendy covers, you can easily create stunning videos and make your creative ideas into reality

on your phone.

AcFun, whose name resourced from Anime Comic Fun, is China's earliest video-sharing

website featuring bullet subtitles when established in 2007. Kuaishou Technology wholly

purchased it in 2018.

Kuaikandian is an information content aggregator based on data mining and intelligent

recommendation algorithms, which aggregates massive, high-quality information and

provides rich content in different forms, including articles, pics, videos, drama episodes, etc.

The app can deeply excavate users’ reading interests and provide users with personalized

reading value continuously.



MARKET ENVIRONMENT

In recent years, media usage in China has changed dramatically. There is a trend of people

consuming video rather than graphics, with short videos best meeting their time fragmentation. A

short video is video content with a shorter than 5 minutes duration, mainly played on mobile devices.

The average monthly usage time for short videos in China is 42.6 hours. The trend towards video

content is expected to continue to grow in the 5G era. 

Consequently, many platforms have established themselves in China, which relies heavily on growth

in user numbers. The market leader is ByteDance with its Douyin platform. In this short overview

below, we will also present other exciting short video platforms.

Key drivers for short-video and live streaming-based social platforms include rising mobile internet

penetration, lower cost of content creation, and a rising need for self-expression.

In terms of monetization, all platforms are about offering their viewers exciting content tailored to

their needs. AI is, therefore, the main driver for improving the user experience in short video apps,

with the ability to enhance visual quality, select content recommendations, and generate ideas for

new content. A better user experience brings more traffic, enabling mass advertising, user

subscriptions, and many kinds of monetization opportunities.

Short Video Industry in China

Annual revenue of online short video

market in China 
(in billion CNY)

Total number of short video

users in China 
(in millions)

2016
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Shanghai Consumer Protection Committee investigates Kuaishou and finds deficiencies in its

eCommerce goods.
Published on March 12, 2021

Negative

Link

HSBC gave Kuaishou an initial rating of buy, with a price target of HK $400, or 32%.
Published on 2021-03-12

Positive

Link

 

IKuaishou makes a partnership with kitchen appliances manufacturers and becomes part of smart

kitchen devices.
Published on March 12, 2021

Positive

Link

Kuaishou affiliated company added new business scope of health consultation service.
Published on March 12, 2021

Positive

Link
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NEWS
Chinese News Sources

News Analysis

Take
Away

A large part of the news published recently was in connection with the
IPO. However, there is also some problematic news about their
eCommerce store and its product quality. 

https://news.qcc.com/postnews_13d66a3a0368f4e80eabc5bf8080fa8c.html?uid=9c9efa4bd873bfcb46066f9dcc5d0fc4
https://news.qcc.com/postnews_620704f9da5acbb379c577808b1f16c5.html?uid=9c9efa4bd873bfcb46066f9dcc5d0fc4
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/alibaba-stock-correction-offers-opportunity-150836305.html
https://news.qcc.com/postnews_7c14d6a07a0c7137e59bf39f80d3c93b.html?uid=9c9efa4bd873bfcb46066f9dcc5d0fc4
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/alibaba-stock-correction-offers-opportunity-150836305.html
https://tech.163.com/21/0226/11/G3OQ0VRQ00098IEO.html


Information Amount 

SENTIMENT IN CHINESE
SOCIAL MEDIA

善上若⽔dsry (+)

Today 09:18 from Android

We should wait for the next financing round of Kuaishou, probably one of the 1-2 Internet giants. Den Tencent and

Bytedance are developing faster. In particular, Suning should be very suitable for traffic, flow and money, but lack of e-

commerce platform, logistics, and retail channels. The state-owned enterprises can only deal with emergencies, and

they will only survive if they do not burn 10 billion yuan for advertising.

东⻔听⾬ (-)

03-13 22:13 from website

In the future, the time on Kuaishou depends very much on the games, where you can stand out from the competition.

However, I see that the daily game time tends to go down. One reason for this could be that the appeal of their own

games has diminished. Therefore, it is necessary to further compare it to the first quarter of Tencent and NetEase.

Search Index 

(Semi)-Professional Investor Posts
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KUA ISHOU

DOUY IN

KUA ISHOU

DOUY IN

https://xueqiu.com/1592381348
https://xueqiu.com/1592381348


https://www.linkedin.com/company/cimk

Follow us on LinkedIn to get more free analysis

THANK YOU

www.cimk.net

https://www.linkedin.com/company/69094445

